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BY PROF. ALBERT H. CHESTER, A. M., Clinton, N. Y. 

The great difficulty in successfully mounting objects dry has been 
the deposit on the under side of the cover-glass which is apt to 
appear sooner or later, and which often so obscures the view of the 
specimen as to render it comparatively useless. At the Montreal 
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, last year, Prof. W. A. Rogers suggested a plan for over- 
coming this difficulty by means of a cover-glass held in place by a 
wire ring, using a perforated brass plate instead of the usual glass 
slip. While this may answer for his expensive rulings, it clearly 

_ will not be convenient for ordi- 
// nary mountings; but from his 

suggestions I have worked out 
the following method: The ob- 
ject is fastened to the glass slip 

~/ =/(~ ^ I ~/ in the usual way and a cell built 

s3^ 
" 6 4V Is "up around it by means of one 

1az!/;,?:~:,-;:~;,';:f,, E2 or more tin rings. When the 

. Glass slip. 4. Spring brass ring for cell is high enough so that the 
2. Ring forming cell. holding cover-glass laid on t will n 3. Upper ring of tinfoil. 5. Object. 

6. Cover-glas. touch the object, a tin ring 

having a little larger hole is cemented on, thus forming a ledge on 
which the cover-glass may rest, with room above it for the wire ring, 
which holds it in so firmly that there is no danger of its being jarred 
out. The tin cells are made as described at the Elmira meeting 
last year, by punching rings from thick tinfoil and afterward 
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stringing the rough rings on a mandrill that just fits the hole, 

clamping them fast and turning them down until they are just 
the right size outside. After considerable experiment I have adopted 
the following sizes in the various parts of this work, using a five- 

eighths inch cover-glass: For the cell rings a No. 29 punch is used, 

having a diameter of 0.543 inch. For the top rings the punch is 
No. 22, with a diameter of 0.505 inch. This cuts a little larger than 
its inner diameter, and will just admit the five-eighths cover-glass. 
For the outer rim of both a No. II punch may be used, 0.751 of an 

inch in diameter, and making the rings large enough to allow for 

turning down. The tinfoil for the upper ring should have a thick- 

ness of about 0.032 of an inch, No. 21, of the Birmingham wire 

gauge. Made with a gun-wad punch, the rings will have a bevel on 
the inside, and being set with the smaller hole uppermost the bevel 
will help to hold the brass ring in place. The wire rings are made 
from No. 24 spring brass wire, 0.022 of an inch in diameter. These 

rings are easily made by winding a wire on a spindle about 0.4 of 
an inch in diameter, forming a spiral spring, every coil of which 
when cut open makes a ring. The exact size of this spindle is not 

important, for the size of the spiral can be varied by putting more 
or less strain on the wire, or by the rate at which the spindle is 
revolved. The rings should be a trifle larger than the opening in 

cells, so that small pieces must be cut out to make them fit exactly 
when sprung into place. They can then be taken out and the cover- 

glass removed with the greatest ease. The cover-glasses should not 
be more than one-hundredth of an inch thick, and several thicknesses 
of tinfoil may conveniently be used for the lowest cells. The thinnest 
I use is o.oo005 of an inch. For objects requiring less than that I 

simply turn a cement ring on the glass, and then put the top cell 
on that. 

The advantages claimed for this method of mounting are many, 
some of which I will mention. In the first place, no deposit will 
collect on the under side of the cover-glass, or, if it does, the glass 
can be cleaned or replaced by another. Next, there will be no 

running in of cement, for there will be no partial vacuum, as is often 
the case when cells are hermetically sealed. If the object becomes 

dislodged, as often happens when comparatively heavy pieces are 
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mounted dry, they can easily be fastened in place again. I also find 
this a quicker method of mounting, it not being necessary to take 
so much pains to avoid running in. If the cover-glass is broken by 
accident, it is, of course, easily replaced, which is another decided 

advantage. But the greatest gain is in the fact that the object can 
be examined uncovered. In working with metallic crystals and the 
binocular I have often experienced great difficulty from the interfer- 
ence caused by the cover, and find it a great advantage to remove 
it altogether when studying. Such are the advantages of the new 
method. If it has any disadvantages, I have failed to find them, 
after a year's trial. 

10 
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